Development of an open-source algorithm based on inertial 1 measurement units (IMU) of a smartphone to detect cattle 2 grass intake and ruminating behaviors. In this paper, an open algorithm was developed for the detection of cattle's grass intake and 25 rumination activities. This was done using the widely available inertial measurement unit 26 (IMU) from a smartphone, which contains an accelerometer, a gyroscope, a magnetometer 27
and location sensors signals sampled at 100 Hz. This equipment was mounted on 19 grazing 28 cows of different breeds and daily video sequences were recorded on pasture of different 29 forage allowances. After visually analyzing the cows' movements on a calibration database, 30 signal combinations were selected and thresholds were determined based on 1-second time 31 windows, since increasing the time window did not increase the accuracy of detection. The 32 final algorithm uses the average value and standard deviation of two signals in a two-step 33 discrimination tree: the gravitational acceleration on x-axis (Gx) expressing the cows' head 34 movements and the rotation rate on the same x-axis (Rx) expressing jaw movements. 35 Threshold values encompassing 95% of the normalized calibrated data gave the best results. 36
Validation on an independent database resulted in an average detection accuracy of 92% with 37 a better detection for rumination (95%) than for grass intake (91%). The detection algorithm 38 also allows for characterization of the diurnal feeding activities of cattle at pasture. Any user 39 can make further improvements, for data collected at the same way as the iPhone ' smashing. Velcro tape was stitched on each halter and the waterproof box fixed onto the 181 halter using Velcro straps as shown on Figure 1C . 182
The SensorData application captures acceleration and gyroscope data along three axes (as 183 showed in Figure 1B ) as well as magnetometric and GPS information, providing a total of 40 184 signals (Table 1) . 185 of Gibb (1996) , observed behaviors from the videos were coded as grass intake (GRA) when 227 the animal was acquiring herbage into the mouth. GRA comprises acquisition of herbage into 228 the mouth, its mastication and subsequent swallowing, short periods of searching or moving 229 from a feeding station to another are not considered as in this activity. then assessed. The hypothesis is that GRA and RUM behaviors combine different HM and 252 JM. Grazing is characterized by the head being down with active JM, while during rumination 253 the head is slightly raised and JM are quieter and more regular (Vallentine, 2001 ). In order to 254 differentiate GRA from RUM, these parameters for HM and JM were chosen to describe how 255 movements are translated into signals along the 3 axes of the IMU. To reduce signal noise 256 before further analysis, HM magnitude along the 3 axes was normalized using 'min-max 257 normalization' (E1 in Table 2 , Kotsiantis et al., 2006) . This normalization transformed each 258 recorded signal value into a value between 0 and 1, and also allowed minimized the biases of 259 morphological difference amongst cows and differences in the positioning of the IMU on the 260 animal. For JM, signal data was filtered between 1 and 2 Hz to isolate repetitive JM searched 261 during GRA and RUM. This frequency range was isolated by a second order Butterworth 262 bandpass filter (E2 in Table 2 ). Finally, in order to limit the number of combination that were 263 to be tested in the development of the detection algorithm, a cluster and histogram analysis of 264 the signals along the 3 axes was used to select the signals expressing the highest 265 discrimination potential between GRA and RUM. 266 267 
Algorithm quality evaluation True positive (TP)
A behavior is correctly detected as it is in the observation
True negative (TN)
A behavior is correctly undetected as it is in the observation
False positive (FP)
A behavior is incorrectly detected as another behavior (type I error)
False negative (FN)
Another behavior is incorrectly detected instead of the right behavior (type II error) of the head of the animal when moving to perform GRA or RUM while standard deviation 282 was calculated to detect changes in the signal during GRA or RUM expressing in particular 283 differences in jaw movements: intensive for GRA and non-intensive for RUM. Indeed, while 284 signal sampling was performed at 100 Hz, behavior observation using video recordings was 285 done at 1 Hz (i.e. each second). These minimum and maximum values encompassing 80, 90, 286 95 and 99% of the data were then used as thresholds to discriminate behaviors in the tested 287 algorithms, combining different signals as described before. For this purpose, simple Boolean 288 algorithms were built (shown in Figure 3 To validate the algorithm that had been developed, data from the remaining 99 video 318 sequences of the validation database were processed by the algorithm. This estimated 319 detection quality using the different formulas set out in Table 2 . To explore the usefulness of 320 the algorithm, its ability to describe daily behavior patterns over a 24-hours time period was 321 also tested on one cow grazing swards with two contrasted forage allowances (1000 and 3000 322 kg DM.ha -1 ). Subsequently, a total of 40 possible combinations were tested in a Boolean algorithm, when 373 associating four threshold levels encompassing either 80%, 90%, 95% or 99% of the 374 observations with 10 possible combinations of signals using the mean of the gravitational 375 component of the acceleration along the x-axis (mGx), its standard deviation (sGx), and the 376 standard deviation of the rotation rate around the x-(sRx) and the y-axis (sRy) as explained 377 above. 378
Choice of threshold values 380
For each set of observations, the different threshold values (80%, 90%, 95% and 99%) 381 that were calculated from the normalized calibration database are shown in Table 3 . 382 383 
Algorithm validation 441
The validation dataset included 99 sequences with a total of 38.5 hours of video 442 (N=138332 of 1-second sequences, with 79244 seconds of GRA, 5350 seconds of RUM and 443 53738 seconds of OTHERS). When the algorithm was applied to the validation dataset, the 444 average detection accuracy was 92.0% (Table 4) 
Effect of the different sward heights on 24h allocation of cattle activities 456
With overall detection accuracies of unitary behaviors namely GRA and RUM above 457 91%, practical uses of this algorithm to characterize cattle feeding activities during a complete 458 day can be expected. In Figure 9 , 24-hours activities of the same cow grazing a sward with 459 two different pre-grazing heights (i.e. 1000 and 3000 kg DM.ha -1 ) in two different seasons 460 (summer 2015 and fall 2015) were plotted using this algorithm. Based on the 1-second 461 detection output of the algorithm, the proportion of detected behavior was calculated per 462 minute. At first glance, the usefulness of the algorithm could be verified, because in this 463 instance it highlighted that grazing bouts depend on forage allowance (they were not even in 464 both forage allowances) and that only a few GRA events are observed at night, leaving more 465 which accuracies ranged between 65 and 90% (e.g., Oudshoorn et al., 2013) . In these previous 494 studies, increasing the time windows to up to 10 to 15-seconds was shown to significantly 495 increase the specificity and sensitivity of classification (González et al., 2015 , Smith et al. 496 2016 . As shown in Figure 7 , this was not the case using the algorithm proposed here, 497
notwithstanding that a number of sequences had to be discarded from the database because an 498 increasing proportion of sequences were comprising more than one behavior, especially GRA 499 and OTHERS. These differences stem from the behavior classification method based on 500 visual observation. In our experiment, animal behavior was video recorded while in previous 501 works, animal behavior was observed on the spot. The latter method does not allow the 502 detection of the very short term changes in activity that can occur when grazing, for example 503 discriminating grass intake (classified as GRA in the present work) from searching for a 504 feeding station with the head still pointing downwards (classified as OTHERS) .As showed 505
by Hämäläinen et al. (2016) , high frequency sampling allows for better data acquisition, 506 greatly improving detection accuracy with small time windows. This is especially so when it 507 comes to distinguish specific behaviors (for example, different phases of grass prehension to 508 investigate grazing strategies). In addition, the high sensitivity of the IMU leads a rapid 509 change of the rotation rate signal on x-axis, and has given poorer results when the time-510 windows was increased unlike in other researches where different kind of variables were used 511 for classification and use of longer time-window had given better result. 512
In future, a precision grazing management application might need to detect changes in grazing 513 behavior as accurately as possible, and so an automated detection algorithm should aim to 514 reach the highest accuracy possible with the shortest time window. 515
When comparing different detection accuracies among unitary behaviors, the algorithm shows 516 better performances with GRA, where corresponding sensitivity (89.3%) and specificity are 517 highest (87.0%). This is logical since it is the only behavior for which the cow puts her head 518 down for a long time. The only possible confusing behaviors are when the cow has her head 519 in a similar position, for example when drinking or searching for a feeding station withouteating and therefore not performing any specific JM considered part of grazing behavior 521 (Gibb, 1996) . But the intensity of these movements is much lower resulting in lower standard 522 deviations, and the time allocated to these behaviors is not as important as for grazing 523 (Vallentine, 2001 ). For RUM, high specificity (99.4%) combined with low sensitivity (53.1%) 524 results in a high false negative rate. This can be ascribed to possible confusion between RUM 525 and resting periods, standing or lying down without rumination which are included in 526 OTHERS. These behaviors are only differentiated by the JM performed during RUM and by 527 detecting sequences of chewing and regurgitation phases which occur approximately once per 528 minute. Since even with longer time windows the accuracy was not improved, an option 529 would be to improve the algorithm to detect regurgitation from chewing within the rumination 530 phase. The signal representing jaw movement was filtered between 1 Hz and 2 Hz where a 531 characteristic peak could be shown in the frequency-domain for RUM. When toggled in the 532 time-domain for the Ry analysis, RUM bouts are composed of a succession of chewing peaks 533 interrupted by a stop period during the swallowing and regurgitation of the bolus (Gibb, 534 1996) . For better monitoring of RUM patterns in cows, a discrimination loop considering the 535 detection of typical patterns in the Rx or Ry signal could be added to improve the detection of 536 RUM and at the same time to allow counting the numbers of chewing movements, for 537 example, as it is done by the IGER behavior recorder (Rutter et al., 1997; Rutter, 2000) . 538
Finally, the algorithm was tailored to be as general as possible. The normalization step of raw 539 signals allowed for high accuracy levels for a range of cattle of different weights and 540 conformation (dairy and beef) and under various sward heights. Although the algorithm was 541 not built to detect differences in grazing conditions, using it to reconstruct different daily 542 feeding activity kinetics is one possible prospect of further use, which could provide useful 543 information for grazing management research. Nevertheless, such approaches still require 544
proper validation and should be compared to studies of factors influencing grazing and eating 545 behaviors of cattle under similar pasture conditions such as time of day (Gibb et al., 1998) 
Conclusions 556
Using a smartphone with an efficient IMU that is readily available worldwide, it was 557 possible to detect grass intake (GRA) and rumination (RUM) behaviors of cattle fed on 558 pasture based on observations assuming that cows perform different group of head and jaw 559 movements when performing these behaviors. Different signals recorded by the IMU were 560 then chosen to describe these physical movements and to define thresholds used for GRA and 561 RUM behaviors classification. Data collection is possible by simply installing an application 562 on the smartphone, which allows for recording many signals from the accelerometer, 563 gyroscope or location sensors at different sampling rates. Average accuracies ranged between 564 90 and 95% when detecting grass intake and ruminating behaviors, and 86% for others. 565
Until now, raw data is transferred and analyzed on a computer. Nevertheless, real-time 566 acquisition and analysis of the data is possible and in progress in the scope of Precision 567
Livestock Farming approach. 568
The developed algorithm was coded in MatLab and is available in the supplementary data of 569 this manuscript. It can be used by others for research or teaching purposes, or to furtherimprove it highlighting the open character of the algorithm. Obviously, before being used, in 571 the tropics for example, the algorithm should be validated for more diverse conditions with 572 more heterogeneous vegetation and with more breeds, especially zebus. Using similar method 573 with other domestic species and pets could also be possible but there is a need to find the best 574 anatomical place for the device before testing the method itself. Finally, deeper analyses of 575 each behavior through peak or frequency signal analysis are needed to further explore 576 potential of accelerometer-based behavior monitoring methods. 577
